Dentons ranked number 14 in
GRR 100 and GRR 30 by Global
Restructuring Review
December 10, 2020
Dentons, the world’s largest law firm, ranked number 14 among law firms in the Global Restructuring Review 30 (GRR
30) 2020. Global Restructuring Review is the world’s only daily news and analysis service on cross-border
restructuring and insolvency law, and ranks the most active law firms in the industry through its research.
The GRR 30 acts as a supplement to the GRR 100, now in its fourth edition, serving as an annual guide to the world's
largest law firms for cross-border restructuring and insolvency matters.
“[Dentons’] international origins have had a clear influence on its practice, as it has taken on cross-border insolvency
cases ever since it was founded,” said the publication. “These have been varied, but it has developed a particular
taste for representing banks and for dealing with sovereign and municipal debt restructurings. The firm has worked
hard to increase its global presence in the past few years, taking on notable files and recruiting several new partners
in the US and Europe.”
Bob Richards, chair of Dentons’ global and US Restructuring, Insolvency and Bankruptcy practices, and Andreas
Ziegenhagen, European head of the Restructuring, Insolvency and Bankruptcy group, are mentioned. Also mentioned
are Buenos Aires partners Roberto Bauza, Ricardo Balestra and Santiago Oliva Pinto; London partners Tessa Blank,
Richard Pallot-Cook and Simon Middleton; New York partners Brian Greer and Lynn Harrison; Melbourne special
counsel Ryan Hennessey; Berlin of counsel Martin Horstkotte and partners Holger Ellers and Dirk Schoene; Paris
partner Audrey Molina; Dentons Rodyk Singapore partners Zhulkarnain Abdul Rahim and Sook Zhen Ng; and
Houston retired partner Mark Wege.
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